RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. This is a recovery house with more patients who are in pain and discomfort like yourself. We ask
that you will respect others in the house and in the complex- and to ensure everybody’s peace and
tranquility we ask:
- no screaming
- no insulting of others
- no loud music
- no loud tv
- no loud computer/ipads/laptops - no loud telephone calls
- no throwing of objects
If you are behaving in an inappropriate manner and/or are disturbing the recovery of other
patients we reserve the right to end your stay at the apartment at any given time without
refunds.
2. We ask you to please respect the apartment, furniture and belongings in it!
3. Cali is suffering from drought, to help our environment we try to safe as much water as possible.
Therefor we ask to not have your sheets changed daily or have your towel and clothing washed
daily.
4. When eating breakfast, lunch or dinner (or any meal at the table) we ask you to dress properly,
meaning no nude breasts or intimate parts. Wear a bra, panties and pijama or robe when eating
with others at the table.
5. Again, no disrespecting or insulting of co-patients and or staff.
6. We do not accept dollars/euro’s or pounds: please make sure you pay in Colombian pesos.
7. No littering of the patio or other place in the complex nor apartment.
8. There is a house phone, your relatives can call you on. Don’t occupy the phone for your self the
whole day or time. Make sure that you divide talking time with fellow patients and staff. When staff
needs the phone to order medicines or in case of an emergency, the phone should be handed out
immediately.
9. The apartment complex has rules as well, please make sure you follow the rules in the complex.

10. There is no inviting of recently made Colombian friends in the apartment. This is not to
upset you, but to maintain safety for everybody in the recovery apartment. This also counts
for intermediate company’s or social media buddies.
ENJOY YOUR STAY, WE HOPE YOU’LL GET WELL SOON! CALIBELLEZA AND STAFF.

